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Remedy Facial Bar and Spa 

"Give Yourself a Break"

Want to feel pampered? Remedy Facial Bar and Spa is a fabulous option

while in the city. This chic spa will pamper you with their beauty

treatments and massages. They also feature a facial bar where you can

learn to do your own facial. Feel your skin glow with their varying

treatments which range from 30 minutes to 90 minutes. They also have

daily beauty regimes including manicures, pedicures, waxing and tinting.

 1546 Granville Street, Halifax NS
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Spirit Urban Spa 

"Holistic Retreat"

If you want your mind and body to relax, then there is no better place than

Spirit Urban Spa. The various therapies offered at the spa are good

enough to transport you into a different world. A team of highly

specialized therapists will make you their top priority. The warm and

inspiring atmosphere itself is enough to start your rejuvenation process.

Body massages offered by expert masseurs will leave you asking for

more. Both men and women can avail of the spa facilities, and various

packages are available, ranging from three to five hours of treatment time.

 +1 902 431 8100  www.spiritspa.ca/  info@spiritspa.ca  5150 Salter Street, Suite

200, Halifax NS
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Kara's Urban Day Spa 

"A Wellness Cove"

The Kara's Urban Day Spa welcomes you to relax your mind and body.

This specialty spa takes pride in their top-notch service, superior products

and peaceful setting that creates a sanctuary for your being. Drenched in

soothing tones, delightfully lit and engulfed in aromas of essence sticks,

the ambiance at Kara's instantly puts you at ease. Relax and pamper

yourself with services like Spa & Express Pedicure and Manicure, body

exfoliation or aromatherapy. For the face, try their Dermalogica Facial or

the vitamins-infused microZone Treatments. Additionally, their Hot Stone

Massage and Therapeutic treatments for specific ailments are also worth

trying. Kara's also offers tattooing and body piercing services.

 +1 902 422 3900  www.karasurbandayspa.com/spa/  5980 Spring Garden Road, Halifax NS
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HS Studio Salonspa 

"Be Beautiful"

Break away from your tiring schedule and book an appointment to

rejuvenate yourself at the HS Studio Salonspa. Taking pride in their

efficient and highly trained beauticians and therapists, this spa pampers

all your senses at once. HS Studio has carved a niche for itself owing to

their impressive salon services that include hair cuts, hair texturing,

coloring, extensions and they also provide consultation at no added costs.

While your hair gets all the attention, make sure that you indulge your feet

in the Studio Classic or Power Pedicure. Later, beautify your hands with a

French Polish and walk out looking like a million dollars!

 +1 902 455 7004  www.hsstudio.ca/  7004 Mumford Road, Halifax NS
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